Estate Planning (EPL)

EPL 901. Elderlaw. 1 Credit Hour.
Requisite: Plan of Estate Planning or JD/LLM EP.
Components: LEC.
Grading: GRD.

EPL 903. Ethical and Practical Aspects of Estate Planning. 1 Credit Hour.
Requisite: Plan of Estate Planning or JD/LLM EP.
Components: LEC.
Grading: GRD.

EPL 904. Fiduciary Administration. 1 Credit Hour.
Requisite: Plan of Estate Planning or JD/LLM EP.
Components: LEC.
Grading: GRD.

EPL 905. Asset Protection. 1 Credit Hour.
Requisite: Plan of Estate Planning or JD/LLM EP.
Components: LEC.
Grading: GRD.

EPL 908. Marital Deduction Planning. 1 Credit Hour.
Requisite: Plan of Estate Planning or JD/LLM EP.
Components: LEC.
Grading: GRD.

EPL 909. INTERNATIONAL ESTATE PLANNING. 1 Credit Hour.
Requisite: Plan of Estate Planning or JD/LLM EP.
Components: LEC.
Grading: GRD.

EPL 910. Federal Income Tax, Trusts, and Estates. 3 Credit Hours.
Requisite: Plan of Estate Planning or JD/LLM EP.
Components: LEC.
Grading: GRD.

EPL 911. Corporate Tax. 2 Credit Hours.
Requisite: Plan of Estate Planning or JD/LLM EP.
Components: LEC.
Grading: GRD.

EPL 912. Charitable Gifts and Foundations. 1 Credit Hour.
Requisite: Plan of Estate Planning or JD/LLM EP.
Components: LEC.
Grading: GRD.

EPL 913. Tax Procedure. 1 Credit Hour.
Requisite: Plan of Estate Planning or JD/LLM EP.
Components: LEC.
Grading: GRD.

EPL 915. Chapter 14. 1 Credit Hour.
Requisite: Plan of Estate Planning or JD/LLM EP.
Components: LEC.
Grading: GRD.

EPL 920. Valuation. 1 Credit Hour.
Requisite: Plan of Estate Planning or JD/LLM EP.
Components: LEC.
Grading: GRD.

EPL 924. Planning for the Family Business. 1 Credit Hour.
Requisite: Plan of Estate Planning or JD/LLM EP.
Components: LEC.
Grading: GRD.
EPL 925. Drafting for Estate Planners. 1-2 Credit Hours.
Requisite: Plan of Estate Planning or JD/ LLM EP.
Components: LEC.
Grading: GRD.

EPL 926. Generation-Skipping Transfer Tax. 1 Credit Hour.
Requisite: Plan of Estate Planning or JD/ LLM EP.
Components: LEC.
Grading: GRD.

EPL 928. INTRODUCTION TO ESTATE PLANNING AND PROBATE. 1 Credit Hour.
Requisite: Plan of Estate Planning or JD/ LLM EP.
Components: LEC.
Grading: GRD.

EPL 929. Life Insurance. 1 Credit Hour.
Requisite: Plan of Estate Planning or JD/ LLM EP.
Components: LEC.
Grading: GRD.

EPL 930. DISTRIBUTIONS FROM QUALIFIED PLANS. 1 Credit Hour.
Requisite: Plan of Estate Planning or JD/ LLM EP.
Components: LEC.
Grading: GRD.

EPL 931. Investment Planning. 1 Credit Hour.
Requisite: Plan of Estate Planning or JD/ LLM EP.
Components: LEC.
Grading: GRD.

EPL 936. Partnership Tax. 3 Credit Hours.
Requisite: Plan of Estate Planning or JD/ LLM EP.
Components: LEC.
Grading: GRD.

EPL 939. Income Tax for Estate Planning. 2 Credit Hours.
Requisite: Plan of Estate Planning or JD/ LLM EP.
Components: LEC.
Grading: GRD.

EPL 946. Federal Wealth Transfer Tax. 3 Credit Hours.
Requisite: Plan of Estate Planning or JD/ LLM EP.
Components: LEC.
Grading: GRD.